
Harley Davidson Softail Sport Glide - Known Faults & Fixes

Fault or Issue Cause? Fixable under Warranty? Fix HD & Dealership Reactions Variances & Ongoing Issues Affects Other Softail M8 Models

Worn chrome on Yokes/Triple Trees Fairing vibrates at speed causing 
rubbing of chrome. Some reported 

incidents with stock windscreen 
and taller alternative screen

Relatively new issue but this has 
been fixed under warranty for some 

owners, however it may be the 
dealer and HD may need to look into 

this more.

Whilst the cause of the vibrations has 
not been remedied as yet, Yokes/Triple 

Trees have been replaced or re 
chromed under warranty. Until a proper 

fixed is found - wrap the yokes with 
electrical tape of vinyl wrap where the 

fairing makes contact with chrome 
surface.

Generally very good and improving all 
the time but there have been some 
reports of dealerships unwilling to 

accept this is an issue.

Still no permanent fix has been found or 
modification by HD as yet.

Only affects Sport Glide model

Drive Belt too tight causing rubbing 
sounds, wearing belt edges

The drive belt get too tight during 
higher temperatures due to 

expanding rear sprocket and 
possible tension setting too high in 

the first instance.

HD dealer should be resetting this 
as appropriate and made to do it 

under warranty too.

HD Techs have been made to go on 
courses for belt harmonics and to 

adjust the belts properly. It may take 
several attempts until this tension is 

suitable for the riding conditions and is 
set correctly.

Generally very slow to react and deal 
with the issue properly after many 
reports of owners having repeated 

visits until this is resolved. Some HD 
techs stating this is a normal sound, 

but it certainly isn’t and should be 
checked over properly.

Still not a positive cause has been 
found nor a long term fix apart from 

tensioning the belt suitably.

Affects all Softail models and may indeed 
affect all newer Harley Davidson models 

too.

Check Engine Light - O2 Sensor/Tuner 
Mapping

Usually after performing a stage 1 
or 2 upgrade, the check engine light 

repeatedly illuminates due to a 
sensor problem, the mapping not 
quite correct or there is a U error 

code with a comms error between 
models because of the work carried 

out during the upgrade.

If the work has been performed 
under warranty then it should be 

corrected under warranty too at a 
dealership level. However it may be 

the case that the dealership may 
question the actual source of the 

fault first.

The mapping has to be exactly correct 
otherwise this can cause repeated 
issues even with isolated exhaust 

muffler changes or air filter changes. 
O2 sensor or module changes may be 

required also.

Initially quite slow to react and 
acknowledge there was an ongoing 

issue and to identify the source, 
however after repeated instances, 

this is becoming a widely know issue. 
Be sure to speak to your dealership 
about this issue before you have this 

work carried out and what their 
process will be to rectify it to your 

satisfaction.

Still ongoing issues Can affect all fuel injected Harley 
Davidson models

Engine overheating after Stage 
upgrades - Oil pump not big enough 

for task

The original stock oil pump for the 
107 and 114 M8 engine is 

satisfactory for stock bike and S1 
upgrades, however it was found to 

be limited for further stage 
upgrades.

Yes, once the issue was identified, 
the problems were fixed, however 
there were many discussions at an 

early stage to identify the true 
cause.

When higher stage upgrades are 
requested, an automatic upgrade of the 

oil pump is also undertaken and 
factored into the cost too. This is the 

same oil pump found in the 117.

Initially slow to react but all have 
identified this issue and the is an 

appropriate fix in place for all future 
works.

Can affect all M8 engines Can affect all M8 engines

Transmission Oil Seepage Into Primary 
- M8 Engine Oil Migration

Actually cause still not 100% 
Possible pressurised primary 

affecting clutch and input 
transmission seals. Mostly affecting 
Tourers and possible isolated cases 

within Softails

Mostly yes and if within two years 
however this should be verified with 

your HD dealership.

Latest fix is the modification by fitting a 
Primary Vent Kit

Initial reports of lacklustre reaction 
from dealerships and HDMC and 

various fixes have been attempted 
with little success. However this is a 
recognised issue now and have been 
addressing this issue. All new bikes 

should have this fix already included.

Affecting mostly M8 transmissions and 
primary casings within Tourer model 

bikes

Very limited cases on Softails thus far.
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